Shifting Boundaries
LITERATURE OF MOROCCO
October 1 – 13, 2022
What forces have shaped Morocco? This mountainous land at the meeting point of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean is a place of
both boundaries and confluences — some organically arising, some created or imposed. For more than a millennium peoples from
sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Europe have travelled or migrated to Morocco, long home to indigenous Imazighen or Berbers.
How rigid or fluid are the spaces —physical, cultural, political, and moral —that join or separate them? What is the relationship
between self and society?
On our journey through Morocco’s unforgettable cities and landscape, we’ll look at these questions through the lens of 20th- and 21stcentury literature, focusing on the era of the French protectorate and the Tangier International Zone. We’ll read a mix of literature written
in English and in translation from the Arabic or French, including Paul Bowles’ Let It Come Down, Driss Chraïbi’s explosive novel The Simple
Past and contemporary stories and poetry.
We’ll start in the port of Tangier, on the Strait of Gibraltar. Tangier was known in the mid-20th century for being an International Zone
administered by a committee foreign powers, including Britain, France and Spain. This special status drew writers, artists, political activists
and spies to the city in a heady mix. We then make our way down the Atlantic coast to picturesque Chefchaouen, meaning “blue pearl.”
The city was founded in the late 15th century by Muslim and Jewish refugees forced out of Europe by the Spanish Inquisition. Today, it’s
a peaceful place to spend a couple of days relaxing. Our next destination is Fes. For centuries a centre of learning and scholarship, Fes is a
must-visit for a Classical Pursuits trip. We’re especially excited to go to the medieval library established in 859 by Fatima al-Fihri and recently
restored by Toronto architect Aziza Chaouni. We end in busy Marrakesh, the old imperial capital and home to beautiful examples of Islamic
architecture and tilework. We’ll also take advantage of Marrakesh’s proximity to the Atlas Mountains to visit the artist village Al Maqam, set
among fruit orchards.
Immerse yourself in the vast scope of Morocco’s history, politics, literature, art and food, Classical Pursuits-style.
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Discussion Leader

Melanie Blake is the director of Classical Pursuits. She studied literature and linguistics at the
undergraduate and graduate level. She is drawn to Morocco for its deserts, architecture, mix of
cultures, and café life. While she can’t wait to travel again, she is using this time of working from
home to renew her study of Arabic.

Readings
Myth of Hercules (relating to Caves of Hercules)

Leila Abouzeid: The Director and Other Stories from Morocco

Paul Bowles: Let It Come Down (set in Tangier);
“Fez” and other short works

Selected 21st-century poetry

Driss Chraïbi: The Simple Past

Selected short travel pieces for supplemental reading,
including excerpts from Edith Wharton’s In Morocco

Signature Moments
Exploring the Tangier of author Paul Bowles and journalist Walter Harris

Tangier
Atlantic
Ocean

Indulging in the magnificent blue of Chefchaouen
Touring the Karaouine University Library restored by Toronto-based
architect Aziza Chaouni

Chefchaouen
Fes
Meknes

MOROCCO
Marrakesh
Essaouira

Getting lost and found in Marrakesh’s medina
Meeting artists and authors at the Al Maqan cultural hub

ALGERIA
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Detailed Itinerary
Day 1: Arrive Tangier
Arrive in Tangier where our local representative will meet you at the
airport and provide a transfer to our hotel in the city centre. Meet
Melanie and group participants this evening for the trip briefing,
followed by dinner together.
Overnight: Hotel El Minzeh, Tangier
Meals: Dinner
Day 2: Tangier
We begin our exploration of Tangier at the celebrated ‘Grand
Socco’, the entrance to the medina and the title of the novel by
the French Academician Joseph Kessel. The square is flanked by
an elegant line of colonial-era buildings, the lush Mendoubia
Gardens and Mauresque Sidi Bou Habid Mosque. Nearby is the
Anglican St. Andrew’s Church, a delightful oddity decorated in
traditional Moroccan style with the Lord’s Prayer in Arabic over the
altar. The cemetery here is the burial place of the writer and Times
correspondent Walter Burton Harris, who lived in Tangier for much
of his life. Enjoy lunch with a glorious view of the old port and the
Bay of Tangier at the Hotel Continental. This iconic hotel hosted
Degas, Winston Churchill, and the Beat poets among other notable
guests. Visit the Tangier American Legation Museum situated in
an elegant five-story mansion. This is the only US National Historic
Landmark on foreign soil and has a wing dedicated to Paul Bowles.
The rooms, established in 2010 during the Paul Bowles Centennial
celebrations, are a tribute to the writer, composer, translator, and
musicologist who lived in Tangier from 1947 to the end of his life
in 1999. This evening, join Melanie for a little light bar hopping,
dropping in to the Tanger Inn or Café Hafa, locales famously
associated with Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, and the Beats.
Overnight: Hotel El Minzeh, Tangier
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Day 3: Tangier
Our first discussion with Melanie this morning centres on the
Paul Bowles classic Let It Come Down and tellings of the myth of
Hercules. This afternoon continue to explore Tangier’s fascinating
contrasts. Delve into the Petit Socco with its European-style cafés,
visit the beautiful Nahon Synagogue, the last public synagogue in
a city that was once home to over 25,000 Jewish residents, and
tour the Kasbah Museum of Mediterranean Cultures, housed in
the former sultan’s palace of Dar El Makhzen. Enjoy dinner this
evening at the historic Villa Joséphine, built in the 1900s as Walter
Burton Harris’ home, now a delightful Relais & Châteaux hotel.
Overnight: Hotel El Minzeh, Tangier
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

Chefchaouen
Day 4: Chefchaouen
This morning we depart Tangier, heading first along the Atlantic
coast corniche road. Here at the northwest tip of the African
continent is a cave complex steeped in legend. According to
myth, this is where Hercules slept on his way to steal three
golden apples from the Garden of Hesperides, the 11th of the
‘12 Labours of Hercules’. Our route continues along the coast to
the fortified seaside town of Asilah. The medina here has been
reanimated as a centre of art and culture; we visit the Hassan II
Cultural Centre and enjoy meandering the alleys decorated with
murals. Arrive in Chefchaouen for a two-night stay. This is one of
Morocco’s prettiest towns, beautifully perched beneath the peaks
of the Rif Mountains.
Overnight: Ryad Lina, Chefchaouen
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Tangier American Legation Museum
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Paul Bowles has been called “a storyteller of the
utmost purity and integrity,” a writer “sui generis.”
His stories were set largely in Morocco, where Bowles
lived from 1947 to 1999, and they have defined how
many anglophone readers understand the country.

Day 5: Chefchaouen
Our second discussion is scheduled this morning in our hotel’s
delightful surroundings. In this discussion and the next we’ll
consider works by two gifted observers of society whose works
were highly influential, although for vastly different reasons:
Edith Wharton’s In Morocco and Driss Chraïbi’s The Simple Past.
Then spend a quiet afternoon exploring the all blue town. The
charming ancient medina is painted in shades of blue, the mazelike streets lined with artisan workshops, and the air is filled with
the scent of spices. It is said that the Sephardi Jewish community
that settled in Chefchaouen in the 15th century brought along
their tradition of painting buildings blue to mirror the sky and
remind them of God.
Overnight: Ryad Lina, Chefchaouen
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Day 6: Fes
Set off this morning to the imperial city of Meknes to visit
the impressive Bab Mansour gate with its vivid green tiles, the
Moulay Ismail Mausoleum, and the huge granaries and stables.
Enjoy a seasonal lunch on the large, tree-lined terrace of Château
Roslane looking over the vineyards of one of Morocco’s finest
wine producers; Chef Ayoub Fougani has his own innovative take
on traditional cuisine using organic ingredients from his kitchen
garden. Arrive in the 1,200-year-old city of Fes this afternoon for
a three-night stay.
Overnight: Palais Ommeyad, Fes
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Day 7: Fes
Fes is said to be the soul of Morocco. The walled city is one
of the largest medieval Islamic settlements in the world and
remains Morocco’s spiritual and cultural heart. Today we explore
Fes el Bali (Old Fes) where high windowless walls hem narrow
passageways, an “enchanted labyrinth sheltered from time”
(Paul Bowles). Visit the 9th-century Karaouine University, home
to such cross-cultural figures as Leo Africanus and Maimonides.
Its founder, Fatima al-Fihri, used her inheritance to establish
the university in 859. Its library has recently been restored by
Toronto-based architect Aziza Chaouni in a project to rehabilitate
the building and design an exhibition room for its valuable
manuscripts. Stroll deeper into the medina to admire the
elaborate zelligge tilework at the Medersa Bou Inania and the
iconic view of the Chouara tannery, where pits are awash with
coloured dye used for leather goods.
Overnight: Palais Ommeyad, Fes
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Day 8: Fes
Join Melanie for our third discussion this morning, continuing
with The Simple Past. This afternoon enjoy time at leisure to walk
Fes’ lanes and souqs and to feel the city as Paul Bowles dvescribed
it in The Spider’s House or choose a relaxing afternoon at a
local hammam.
Overnight: Palais Ommeyad, Fes
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Day 9: Drive to Marrakesh
Today we set off by road to Marrakesh, approximately six hours
by good road. We’ll be making several stops along the way, the first
at the imperial city of Rabat, the capital of the country and home
to author Leila Abouzied. Meander the flower-filled alleyways of
the Kasbah and admire the majestic Hassan Tower overlooking the
river. Arrive in Marrakesh at the end of the day for a four-night stay.
Overnight: La Maison Arabe, Marrakesh
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Day 10: Marrakesh
Winston Churchill declared Marrakesh to be “the loveliest spot in
the world” during visits in the 1930s and ’40s. Yves St. Laurent was
another ardent fan of the city; he and Pierre Bergé discovered the
Majorelle Gardens during their first stay in the city in 1966 and
bought the gardens in 1980 to preserve and restore them as a
source of inspiration. Jacques Majorelle’s painting studio has been
transformed into a museum dedicated to Berber culture. We’ll
visit here in the early morning then continue to the beautiful Dar El
Bacha Palace to admire its rich decorations in wood, plaster, and
glass and view the collection of the Musée des Confluences. Nearby
is the Jardin Secret, an improbably delightful garden in the heart of
the medina. Take time this afternoon to get lost and found within
the medina’s alleys and squares. After dinner together, enjoy an
evening stroll around Djemaa El Fna Square to feel the rhythms
that inspired so many authors.
Overnight: La Maison Arabe, Marrakesh
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Majorelle Gardens
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Café Littéraire Dar Cherifa

Day 11: Marrakesh
Enjoy our final discussion this morning, focusing on contemporary
poetry and on selected short stories by Leila Abouzied. Reconvene
at the Café Littéraire Dar Cherifa, a centre of art and culture in
Marrakesh, to view the current exhibition and enjoy lunch in the
courtyard restaurant of the lovely Arab-Andalusian riad. Later,
explore the mellah; the once-teeming Jewish area is enjoying a
revival designed to preserve its complex cultural heritage.
Overnight: La Maison Arabe, Marrakesh
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Day 12: Marrakesh
Travel out of Marrakesh today, to the foot of the High Atlas
Mountains and a landscape dotted with olive and citrus groves
and traditional red clay houses. In the pretty village of Tahanaout
the sculptor and painter Mohamed Mourabiti has created Al
Maqam (“The Place” in Arabic), an artists’ colony cum gallery, library,
hotel and restaurant. Artists and writers come to work for the day
or for weeks at a time. Enjoy lunch here and visit with the artists
in residence. Return to Marrakesh for last stroll in the medina
before our festive dinner together.
Overnight: La Maison Arabe, Marrakesh
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner

Mussels

Tajine

Day 13: Depart Marrakesh
Our program comes to an end after breakfast this morning.
A single transfer to the airport is provided. Please contact us
to verify the timing of the transfer before booking your flight.

Note: The itinerary and accommodation described here are subject to
change due to logistical arrangements, artists’ schedules and to take
advantage of local events.

Mint tea
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Optional Extension
Please note that extensions are independent. Melanie Blake will not accompany the extension.

ESSAOUIRA
October 13 – 16, 2022
Essaouira, Morocco’s laid-back beach town, is a three-hour drive from Marrakesh. This is where Jimi Hendrix and Bob Marley once
relaxed and the town is a peaceful hideway with atmospheric fortifications, miles of Atlantic Ocean, and those gorgeous narrow lanes
and blue-trimmed houses. No activities are included in your stay; the town is easy to explore on foot with a delicious variety of restaurants,
boutiques, and souks to enjoy. The sandy beach is an easy walk from the hotel and there is an 18-hole Gary Player-designed golf course
nearby. Accommodation is at L’Heure Bleue, an elegant hotel built into oceanfront Essaouira’s medina walls. At the end of your stay, you
will be transferred by private vehicle to Marrakesh for homeward bound flights.

Extension Cost (per person): Approx. US$850
Based on double occupancy, group minimum of 2 participants
Single supplement: US$400
Includes: Accommodation for three nights at Hotel L’Heure
Bleue in a classic room including breakfast daily, private
transfers from Marrakesh to Essaouira, private transfer from
Essaouira to Marrakesh Airport. Deluxe room add US$200 per
person in double occupancy / US$175 in single occupancy .
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Optional Extension
Please note that extensions are independent. Melanie Blake will not accompany the extension.

SAHARA DESERT
October 13 – 17, 2022
Explore the beautiful landscapes of southern Morocco from
cedar forests to pink Berber villages, oasis villages, imposing
Kasbahs, and the grand Sahara Desert.
Monday, Nov. 8: Ouarzazate
Head east from Marrakesh towards the Sahara. Explore
Ouarzazate area, regularly used by film producers for movies
such as Lawrence of Arabia and The Gladiator. Visit the historic
fortified village of Ksar Ait Benhaddou. Stay overnight in a
delightful riad on the edge of the desert.
Overnight: Ksar Ighnda
Meals: Dinner
Tuesday, Nov. 9: Merzouga
Beautiful scenery on the route through the heart of the Dades
Valley on the south slope of the High Atlas Mountains, then
to the lush Todra Palemeraie, a stunning river of green slicing
through the arid landscape. The Todra Gorge is a dramatic sight
just 50 metres across and 300 metres high. Spend the night
at a comfortable desert camp amidst the great sand sea of
Erg Chebbi.
Overnight: Deluxe desert camp
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Wednesday, Nov. 10: Zagora
Take a morning walk on the rose-gold dunes rising dramatically
above the flat rocky desert. Experience another facet of the desert
at Zagora; this is where the Saadians launched their expedition to
conquer Timbuktu. Stay in a lovely riad in the Draa Valley.
Overnight: Dar Lamane Zagora
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Thursday, Nov. 11: Marrakesh
Head back to Marrakesh today with the afternoon at leisure
for a last visit to the medina.
Overnight: La Maison Arabe
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Friday, Nov. 12: Depart Marrakesh
Transfer to the airport for departure.
Extension Cost (per person): Approx. US$1550
Based on double occupancy, group minimum of 4 participants
Single supplement: US$375
Includes: Accommodation in double occupancy for four nights
at hotels listed, Meals as indicated, Transportation by private
vehicle with your driver/guide.
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This tour is eligible
for the WEC 5% credit.
Read all about the
Worldwide Quest
Explorer’s Club here.
Every booking earns
WEC status!

Marrakech

Tour Details
Tour Cost (per person): Approx. US$5495
Including all taxes and gratuities.
Single Supplement: US$1750
We would be happy to try to match you with a suitable roommate. If we are unable to, the single supplement will apply.
Group Size:
12 – 16 participants
What’s Included:
• Airport transfers for participants arriving and departing
as per the group itinerary
• Accommodations at hotels listed or similar, based on
double occupancy
• All land transportation by private coach with air
conditioning
• Unlimited bottled water available on coach for use while
on coach
• Meals as indicated in the itinerary
• Experienced local English-speaking guides for sightseeing
• All sightseeing as listed in itinerary
• All entrance fees to sites visited in the itinerary
• All taxes
• Gratuities to guides, drivers, hotel, and group meals
• Discussion sessions with your study leader
• Services of your tour manager

Not Included:
• Round trip flights from participant’s home to Morocco
• Cancellation and excess medical insurance (medical
insurance is mandatory)
• Fuel surcharges, if any
• Excess baggage charges
• Camera and video fees, if applicable
• Items of a personal nature: laundry, drinks, telephone
calls, etc.
• Visa fee if required
• Any item not listed under “What’s Included”
• Additional arrangements required due to emergency
or other situation
Payment Details:
A non-refundable deposit of US$500 per person is required
to reserve a space on this tour. A second payment of
US$1000 per person is due six months prior to departure.
Final payment is due 90 days prior to departure. We accept
payment by VISA, MasterCard, or cheque.
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What to Expect
Joining Instructions
This tour begins with our briefing and welcome dinner at 6PM on October 1st. All travellers arriving on the start date of the tour will be
met on arrival and transferred to the group hotel. This transfer is included in the cost of the tour. When you book the designated pre-trip
accommodation with Worldwide Quest, your transfer from the airport to our group hotel on arrival is included. If you are making your own
pre-trip arrangements, this transfer can be provided at additional cost. The tour concludes with a single complimentary transfer from the
hotel to the Marrakesh Airport on October 13th. Please contact us to verify timing of this transfer prior to making any flight arrangements.
Level of Activity: Moderate
A good level of fitness is important for this trip. You must be comfortable walking on uneven terrain and irregular paving and climbing stairs.
You should be comfortable walking for up to two hours at a stretch, unassisted. We will be doing a fair amount of walking in town centres.
Accommodation
The Moorish style El Minzah (top left) overlooks the Straits
of Gibraltar from the centre of Tangier. Al fresco dining and
old-world charm are features.
Ryad Lina (top right) is a peaceful retreat in Chefchaouen’s
medina; the terrace has beautiful views across the city and
rooms are individually decorated with blue accents. Excellent
hamman treatements.
The Palais Ommeyad (bottom left) is a traditional palace
in Fes’ Old Medina.
La Maison Arabe (bottom right) in Marrakesh’s authentic
Bab Doukkala neighbourhood, a 15-minute walk from the
Djemaa el Fna square, has an old-school elegant charm.
Transportation
We will be using a medium-sized air-conditioned coach for transportation throughout the tour.
Weather
We expect clear sunny skies with average daytime temperatures of about between 20°C and 30°C and overnight lows of about 15°C.
Travel Documents
You will require a passport for this trip. Please ensure it is valid for at least 6 months beyond your scheduled return home. Before booking,
please refer to the Canadian government website to obtain travel advice for the destination(s) you are visiting: www.travel.gc.ca
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Additional Info

Tagine

Extend your Stay
If you are interested in exploring more of this region, we would be happy to design
a personalized extension for you either before or after this tour. Please let us suggest
some options, based on your time available, budget and interests.
Terms and Conditions
For additional information about our terms and conditions, please refer to your
booking form, the current brochure or our website. All participants booking with
Worldwide Quest are covered by the terms of the Ontario Travel Industry Act
(Worldwide Quest International, Ontario - License # 2667946). See full details here.
Cancellation Policy
All payments are non-refundable, however you may transfer your initial deposit for
any land tour to another tour 90 days or more prior to your scheduled departure
date. Initial deposits for cruises are non-refundable and non-transferable. Your
second payment and your final payment are non-refundable and non-transferable.
If you cancel within 90 days prior to trip departure, all associated trip costs are
non-refundable. In the event of a cancellation, you must notify Worldwide Quest
immediately and in writing. See full details here.
Travel Insurance
We urge you to ensure that you have adequate cancellation and medical insurance in
place, should an unexpected event cause you to cancel or interrupt your trip or should
the tour not be operable per our terms and conditions. We will offer you Manulife
insurance coverage. Medical insurance including emergency medical evacuation
coverage is mandatory on all our tours.
Worldwide Explorers Club
Travel twice with us and you become a member of the Worldwide
Explorers Club. Earn 5% off all your subsequent eligible group tours.
Look for the WEC icon to find your next tour. The bonus is nontransferable and cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount or credit.
Note that some exceptions may apply. Members also get access to special offers
and exploratory tours.

How to Book
Please contact the Worldwide Quest office for more information and to secure your booking.

1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666
travel@worldwidequest.com

TICO#: 2667946
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What is a Classical Pursuits
Literary Adventure?
Ann Kirkland founded Classical Pursuits in 1999 to provide
thoughtful vacations for inquiring adults, with the world’s best
literature, art and music as our guides.

Our adventures are a special balance of:

By exploring and celebrating the particular visions of writers
and artists in the location in which their works were created, we
paradoxically discover the timeless truths that make these works
great. Classical Pursuits Literary Adventures are a collaborative
effort. Classical Pursuits develops the themes and selects the
leaders. Worldwide Quest is in charge of production, expertly
looking after all the logistical arrangements.

•

Most important, with a Classical Pursuits Literary Adventure
you will not lose the spontaneity, flexibility, and sense of
personal discovery you seek in your own private travels – only
the logistical hassles.

•
•

•
•
•

In-depth discussion of important literature;
Guided walks to immerse ourselves in the
cultural and natural history of a place;
Informal talks with local people to provide
background and context to our inquiry;
Generous unscheduled time;
Exceedingly convivial company;
And of course, lingering conversation over
great meals!

What’s involved?
The only prerequisites are to read before you arrive
and to come with an open mind.

